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A micro-simulation model was developed to test the effect on fertility of such a change. An attempt was made to employ
input data compatible with conditions obtaining in the Netherlands, and the distributions of family building patterns were
based on recent survey evidence.

The area of modern Germany is rich in finds of prehistoric art , including the Venus of Hohle Fels. This
appears to be the oldest undisputed example of Upper Paleolithic art and figurative sculpture of the human
form in general, from over 35, years BP, which was only discovered in ; [1] the better-known Venus of
Willendorf 24â€”22, BP comes from a little way over the Austrian border. The spectacular finds of Bronze
Age golden hats are centred on Germany, as was the "central" form of Urnfield culture , and Hallstatt culture.
The German provinces produced art in provincial versions of Roman styles, but centres there, as over the
Rhine in France, were large-scale producers of fine Ancient Roman pottery , exported all over the Empire.
German medieval art really begins with the Frankish Empire of Charlemagne d. Carolingian art was restricted
to a relatively small number of objects produced for a circle around the court and a number of Imperial abbeys
they sponsored, but had a huge influence on later Medieval art across Europe. The most common type of
object to survive is the illuminated manuscript ; wall paintings were evidently common but, like the buildings
that housed them, have nearly all vanished. The earlier centres of illumination were located in modern France,
but later Metz in Lorraine and the Abbey of Saint Gall in modern Switzerland came to rival them. The Drogo
Sacramentary and Folchard Psalter are among the manuscripts they produced. Early Christian art had not
featured monumental sculptures of religious figures as opposed to rulers, as these were strongly associated by
the Church Fathers with the cult idols of Ancient Roman religion. Byzantine art and modern Eastern Orthodox
religious art have maintained the prohibition to the present day, but Western art was apparently decisively
influenced by the example of Charlemagne to abandon it. As Charlemagne himself does not appear to have
been very interested in visual art, his political rivalry with the Byzantine Empire , supported by the Papacy ,
may have contributed to the strong pro-image position expressed in the Libri Carolini , which set out the
position on images held with little variation by the Western Church for the rest of the Middle Ages , and
beyond. The Reichenau style uses simplified and patterned shapes to create strongly expressive images, far
from the classical aspirations of Carolingian art, and looking forward to the Romanesque. The wooden Gero
Cross of â€” in Cologne Cathedral is both the oldest and the finest early medieval near life-size crucifix figure;
art historians had been reluctant to credit the records giving its date until they were confirmed by
dendrochronology in Germany was a central part of the movement, though German Romanesque architecture
made rather less use of sculpture than that of France. With increasing prosperity massive churches were built
in cities all over Germany, no longer just those patronized by the Imperial circle. According to Henri Focillon
, Gothic allowed German art "to define for the first time certain aspects of its native genius-a vigorous and
emphatic conception of life and form, in which theatrical ostentation mingled with vehement emotional
frankness. The court of the Holy Roman Emperor , then based in Prague , played an important part in forming
the International Gothic style in the late 14th century. Hamburg was one of the cities in the Hanseatic League ,
then at the height of its prosperity, and Bertram was succeeded in the city by artists such as Master Francke ,
the Master of the Malchin Altar , Hans Bornemann , Hinrik Funhof and Wilm Dedeke who survived into the
Renaissance period. Hanseatic artists painted commissions for Baltic cities in Scandinavia and the modern
Baltic states to the east. In the south, the Master of the Bamberg Altar is the first significant painter based in
Nuremberg , while the Master of Heiligenkreuz and then Michael Pacher worked in Austria. South German
wood sculpture was important in developing new subjects that reflected the intensely emotional devotional life
encouraged by movements in late medieval Catholicism such as German mysticism. Indeed "Late Gothic
Baroque" is a term sometimes used to describe hyper-decorated and emotional 15th-century art, above all in
Germany. Classical ornament had little historical resonance in much of Germany, but in other respects
Germany was very quick to follow developments, especially in adopting printing with movable type , a
German invention that remained almost a German monopoly for some decades, and was first brought to most
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of Europe , including France and Italy, by Germans. He rapidly became famous all over Europe for his
energetic and balanced woodcuts and engravings, while also painting. Though retaining a distinctively
German style, his work shows strong Italian influence, and is often taken to represent the start of the German
Renaissance in visual art, which for the next forty years replaced the Netherlands and France as the area
producing the greatest innovation in Northern European art. Martin Luther had objected to much Catholic
imagery, but not to imagery itself, and Lucas Cranach the Elder , a close friend of Luther, had painted a
number of "Lutheran altarpieces", mostly showing the Last Supper , some with portraits of the leading
Protestant divines as the Twelve Apostles. This phase of Lutheran art was over before , probably under the
more fiercely aniconic influence of Calvinism , and religious works for public display virtually ceased to be
produced in Protestant areas. Presumably largely because of this, the development of German art had virtually
ceased by about , but in the preceding decades German artists had been very fertile in developing alternative
subjects to replace the gap in their order books. Cranach, apart from portraits, developed a format of thin
vertical portraits of provocative nudes, given classical or Biblical titles. It is an intensely emotional work that
continues the German Gothic tradition of unrestrained gesture and expression, using Renaissance
compositional principles, but all in that most Gothic of forms, the multi-winged triptych. With Altdorfer in the
lead, the school produced the first examples of independent landscape art in the West nearly 1, years after
China , in both paintings and prints. Hans the Elder was a pioneer and leader in the transformation of German
art from the Gothic to the Renaissance style. His son, Hans Holbein the Younger was an important painter of
portraits and a few religious works, working mainly in England and Switzerland. The next significant German
artists worked in the rather artificial style of Northern Mannerism , which they had to learn in Italy or
Flanders. Hans von Aachen and the Netherlandish Bartholomeus Spranger were the leading painters at the
Imperial courts in Vienna and Prague, and the productive Netherlandish Sadeler family of engravers spread
out across Germany, among other counties. Both produced highly finished cabinet paintings , mostly on
copper, with classical themes and landscape backgrounds. A vital element in the effect of German Baroque
interiors was the work of the Wessobrunner School , a later term for the stuccoists of the late 17th and 18th
centuries. Another manifestation of German sculptural skill was in porcelain ; the most famous modeller is
Johann Joachim Kaendler of the Meissen factory in Dresden, but the best work of Franz Anton Bustelli for the
Nymphenburg Porcelain Manufactory in Munich is often considered the greatest achievement of 18th-century
porcelain. Baroque and Rococo periods saw German art producing mostly works derivative of developments
elsewhere, though numbers of skilled artists in various genres were active. The period remains little-known
outside Germany, and though it "never made any claim to be among the great schools of painting", its neglect
by non-German art history remains striking. Many German painters worked abroad, including Johann Liss
who worked mainly in Venice , Joachim von Sandrart and Ludolf Bakhuisen , the leading marine artist of the
final years of Dutch Golden Age painting. Mengs was one of the most highly regarded artists of his day,
working in Rome, Madrid and elsewhere, and finding an early Neo-Classical style that now seems rather
effete, although his portraits are more effective. His paintings and hundreds of prints, book illustrations and
political cartoons are an invaluable visual record of the everyday life and the increasingly complex mentality
of Enlightenment Germany, and its emerging Nationalism. The Tischbein family dynasty were solid
all-rounders who covered most of the 18th century between them, as did the Zick family, initially mainly
painters of grand Baroque ceilings, who were still active in the 20th century in the person of the illustrator
Alexander Zick. In Germany the uncertain market for art in a country divided into a multitude of small states
meant that significant German artists have been to the present day more likely to accept teaching posts in the
academies and their successor institutions than their equivalents in England or France have been. In general
German academies imposed a particular style less rigidly than was for long the case in Paris, London, Moscow
or elsewhere. Goethe had tried to train as an artist, and his landscape sketches show "occasional flashes of
emotion in the presence of nature which are quite isolated in the period". In the following century, German
universities were the first to teach art history as an academic subject, beginning the leading position that
Germany and Austria was to occupy in the study of art history until the dispersal of scholars abroad in the
Nazi period. Outside Germany only Caspar David Friedrich is well-known, but there were a number of artists
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with very individual styles, notably Philipp Otto Runge , who like Friedrich had trained at the Copenhagen
Academy and was forgotten after his death until a revival in the 20th century. Friedrich painted almost entirely
landscapes, with a distinctive Northern feel, and always a feeling of quasi-religious stillness. Often his figures
are seen from behind â€” they like the viewer are lost in contemplation of the landscape. The Nazarene
movement , the coinage of a mocking critic, denotes a group of early 19th-century German Romantic painters
who aimed to revive honesty and spirituality in Christian art. The principal motivation of the Nazarenes was a
reaction against Neoclassicism and the routine art education of the academy system. They hoped to return to
art which embodied spiritual values, and sought inspiration in artists of the late Middle Ages and early
Renaissance, rejecting what they saw as the superficial virtuosity of later art. Their programme was not
dissimilar to that of the English Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood in the s, although the core group took it as far as
wearing special pseudo-medieval clothing. They met up with the Austrian romantic landscape artist Joseph
Anton Koch, â€” who became an unofficial tutor to the group. Unlike the strong support given to the
Pre-Raphaelites by the dominant art critic of the day, John Ruskin , Goethe was dismissive of the Nazarenes:
Biedermeier art appealed to the prosperous middle classes by detailed but polished realism , often celebrating
domestic virtues, and came to dominate over French-leaning aristocratic tastes, as well as the yearnings of
Romanticism. Carl Spitzweg was a leading German artist in the style. He dramaticised past and contemporary
Prussian military successes both in paintings and brilliant wood engravings illustrating books, yet his domestic
subjects are intimate and touching. He followed the development of early Impressionism to create a style that
he used for depicting grand public occasions, among other subjects like his Studio Wall. The term "Munich
school" is used both of German and of Greek painting , after Greeks like Georgios Jakobides studied under
him. The group survived until the s, despite splits, and its regular exhibitions helped launch the next two
generations of Berlin artists, without imposing a particular style. Perhaps their most important contribution
had been the rediscovery of the woodcut as a valid medium for original artistic expression. For Kandinsky,
blue is the colour of spiritualityâ€”the darker the blue, the more it awakens human desire for the eternal see his
book On the Spiritual in Art. Kandinsky had also titled a painting Der Blaue Reiter see illustration in The
artists of Der Blaue Reiter were less oriented towards intense expression of emotion and more towards theorya tendency which would lead Kandinsky to pure abstraction. Still, it was the spiritual and symbolic properties
of abstract form that were important. Max Ernst led a Dada group in Cologne, where he also practiced collage,
but with a greater interest in Gothic fantasy than in overt political contentâ€”this hastened his transition into
surrealism , of which he became the leading German practitioner. It is thus post-expressionist and applied to
works of visual art as well as literature, music, and architecture. It describes the stripped-down, simplified
building style of the Bauhaus and the Weissenhof Settlement , the urban planning and public housing projects
of Bruno Taut and Ernst May , and the industrialization of the household typified by the Frankfurt kitchen.
Unlike some of the other groupings, the Neue Sachlichkeit was never a formal group, and its artists were
associated with other groups; the term was invented by a sympathetic curator, and "Magic Realism" by an art
critic. Lucian Bernhard was a leading figure. Den macht uns keiner nach , by George Grosz , drawn in pen ,
photo-lithograph Nazi art The Nazi regime banned modern art , which they condemned as degenerate art from
the German: According to Nazi ideology, modern art deviated from the prescribed norm of classical beauty.
While the s to s are considered the heyday of modern art movements, there were conflicting nationalistic
movements that resented abstract art, and Germany was no exception. Avant-garde German artists were now
branded both enemies of the state and a threat to the German nation. Many went into exile, with relatively few
returning after World War II. Dix was one who remained, being conscripted into the Volkssturm Home Guard
militia; Pechstein kept his head down in rural Pomerania. Nolde also stayed, creating his "unpainted pictures"
in secret after being forbidden to paint. The show was intended as an official condemnation of modern art, and
included over paintings, sculptures, prints, and books from the collections of thirty two German museums.
Expressionism, which had its origins in Germany, had the largest proportion of paintings represented.
Simultaneously, and with much pageantry, the Nazis presented the Grosse deutsche Kunstausstellung Great
German art exhibition at the palatial Haus der deutschen Kunst House of German Art. This exhibition
displayed the work of officially approved artists such as Arno Breker and Adolf Wissel. At the end of four
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months Entartete Kunst had attracted over two million visitors, nearly three and a half times the number that
visited the nearby Grosse deutsche Kunstausstellung.
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Summary Recent data suggest that the level of use of oral contraceptives in the Netherlands is perhaps the highest in
the world. Moreover, the greatest recent change in family building patterns is.

August 18, By Architecture Beast Yup, this is the photo-list of top 50 modern house designs ever built. Some
of those homes are seriously popular on the internet which is just another proof of how incredible they are and
another reason for you to check them out. But after you see those photos below, I expect you to at least admit
that those homes are truly incredible pieces of modern architecture. Location and modern house designs What
makes these modern house designs so special and different from others? Well, one of the criteria was location
of the house, which often plays important role in the way house is designed. For example, houses designed by
SAOTA , are almost always built somewhere on a cliff, high above the ocean, or down on a rocky beach,
giving its residents an opportunity to enjoy in breathtaking views or relaxing sounds that ocean waves make
while crashing into the rocks below the house. Nature will always have huge impact on the house design.
House size Next, size of the house. Common opinion among people is that house has to be huge or expensive
to be beautiful or amazing. This is really, really far from being true. You will notice I picked some pretty
small houses in comparison to others for this list. Good architects and their clients who have taste and style
will together create gorgeous modern house designs, no matter how big the house is at the end. Architectural
style Speaking of style, this brings us to the next criteria. I think architects and owners of those homes have
amazing style in architecture and this is one of the reasons why I put those homes on the list. All of them
attracted my attention, got me all interested and left me impressed, which made me put together this list of top
50 modern house designs at the end. Modern front facade design Front facade is probably the most important
part of every house design. Since it is facing public area, it is essential to make sure that the house blends well
with the surrounding and fits in the neighborhood in general. These two houses, designed by Antoni
Associates you can read more about this modern mansion here and Martin Friedrich Architects, are great
examples of elegance and overall sophistication of modern house design, especially when it comes to front
facade. Next two modern houses are perfect examples of exterior house design facing the backyard where
modern house design is complemented with terraces, swimming pools and gardens. You can read more about
Double Bay residence and its amazing house design here. Just like this modern mansion on Sunset Plaza
Drive. An no one can blame them since small modern homes often really do look more charming and beautiful
than large houses. This modern desert house design features a lot of innovative ideas and solutions for living
in desert environment, you can read more about it here. The residence features modern villa design with an
incredible terrace, swimming pool and indoor outdoor connection â€” everything one could dream to have
while living on a beach. First project; Concrete House II by A-cero shows something really incredible â€”
staircase leading to the house completely covered with grass. Second project; Summit House designed by
Whipple Russell Architects features gorgeous walkway with lit up staircase leading to beautiful modern
entrance. Third project; Sarbonne Road residence designed by McClean Design presents curved outdoor
staircase with glass banister which truly complements this modern house design.
3: Guide to Residential Styles | Realtor Magazine
Demographic transition in the Netherlands: a statistical analysis of regional differences in the level and development of
the birth rate and of fertility,

4: Top 50 Modern House Designs Ever Built! - Architecture Beast
Architect Jeanne Dekkers has renovated and extended a brick farmhouse in the Dutch village of Banholt, adding
contemporary additions clad in horizontal spruce battens that enclose a cobbled courtyard.
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Wiel Arets. With 'the stealth of a chameleon' and polished curtain walls, Wiel Arets is one of the leading figures of
contemporary Dutch architecture. H' House is a suburban, residential project on the outskirts of Maastricht.

6: Building Plans for Dutch Industrial Windmills ()
Contemporary Home Models. Visit A Model Home And Enter To Win $1, Great building We went to Taylor Homes and
two to three other companies.

7: Modular Homes | Modern Homes of Holland, Michigan - Home
Contemporary House Plans. Contemporary house plans have simple, clean lines with large windows devoid of
decorative trim. Contemporary style homes usually have flat, gabled or shed roofs, asymmetrical shapes, and open floor
plans echoing architect-designed homes of the s, '60s, and early '70s.

8: Model Synonyms, Model Antonyms | www.enganchecubano.com
Full-height glazing does not solely a modern building make. What at first looks like a glass box framed in red is a
contemporary interpretation of one, sheared and shifted in the middle. Here the ribbon-like continuity of the stucco-red
frame is the most overt expression, a sharp departure from the clear structure and framing of modern houses.

9: German art - Wikipedia
Join a vivid community of 3D artists from around the world! Download free 3d models, engage with the community,
share your work.
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